Everything can happen if you
have an open mind
“I feel that Quant is a growing company where everything can happen,
it creates great opportunities if you have you have an open mind, are
driven and want to be a part of the journey”, says Daniel Forså,
Group IT AX Admin at Quant. This statement is based on his own
experience.

Daniel’s view of Quant as an employer is based on the experience, he has
acquired during his five years in Quant. Quant was founded in 2014,
when it took over ABB’s full-service business in industrial maintenance. Daniel says:
“Of course, it was a change going from a large employer like ABB with approximately
150,000 employees to a smaller company. Everything has its advantages
and disadvantages, but personally, I enjoy being where I am now. I believe that in a
company with approximately 3000 employees globally and 260 within Sweden, that it
increases the chance of becoming more visible as an employee”.
Responsive and curious
Daniel is a responsive guy who likes to capture the needs of the organization.
He has an education in Technology and IT design, however, it is within purchasing
where he has spent most of his years at Quant. During this time, Daniel has been given
the opportunity to continuously learn more about purchasing at different levels. Today,
there’s a new route for Daniel, moving from purchasing at Ludvika to a new role within IT
Global and new educational opportunities.
“I had many different contacts within the company in my previous role, it has given
me a good insight into the business. When I encountered problems, I often offered help.
Since I always have had an interest in technology, it has been natural road for me to follow, together with my regular job within purchasing. I was a local Superuser for Quant’s
ERP system. When the organization changed and saw new opportunity I took it upon
my own initiative and notified my interest to change position”, Daniel reveals.
Own initiatives give results
Daniel’s initiative gave results. Today he is bursting with energy over his new created
role, which will develop as needed over time. Now, Daniel is fully focused on the development and optimization of Quant’s business systems and global contacts.
Daniel started his new role in April 2019 and took the opportunity to impact his personnel
situation as well.
Daniel says; “We’ve been talking about trying to live in a bigger
town, but we aren’t urban people, so the step to Stockholm
where Quant head office is located, and the IT department has
its hub is not yet relevant, but moving on to Västerås, one hour
with train from Stockholm seems a good solution”.
He continues:
“The technology today makes many things possible – together
with your own drive, personal goals and courage, opportunities
are also created. I’ve felt a belief in Quant as an employer from
the very beginning. I feel that there is a culture that challenges you to emphasize your own will to develop and change. It
has also inspired me when I noticed other colleagues’ internal
careers. I am happy to be seen and that I’ve got the opportunity
to take on new challenges. Now it is up to me to perform based
on the conditions I have received and will receive. By working
hard and be aware when chances come up, all possibilities are
achievable”, says Daniel and ends with a smile.
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